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Advantage Inspection Service
Ranks Best in ABC15 “Investigators”
Hidden Camera Sting
“THE INVESTIGATORS” with ABC15 recently aired an investigation of local Home Inspection
companies. Advantage Inspection Service came in #1 in both categories examined which
included inspection accuracy and report quality.

How We Did It:
Hearing that your company has been caught on hidden camera is a bit scary. You have no
opportunity to prepare yourself beforehand and you are subject to intense scrutiny after the
cameras are finished rolling. Coming out on top following a hidden camera sting does not
happen by accident. Go to our web site at www.azinspect.com to view the story.
The most experienced inspectors. When your team has over 85 years of combined
experience and more than 40,000 inspections under their belt, it gives you a distinct
Advantage. We have intensive internal cross-training ensuring that our inspectors are the
very best. When you have a lot at stake – pick a company with experience.
Leadership on the Arizona Board of Technical Registration. Our owner, David Swartz,
was involved in drafting the home inspector licensing law and now serves on multiple
committees at the Arizona Board of Technical Registration. David helps set policy in this
state and has been involved in the processing of many complaints against Arizona home
inspectors. As a result, he is able to steer the team of inspectors onto the right path. Is that
an unfair Advantage? Maybe, but serving in leadership for your profession has its benefits.
The best report. The report we use represents almost 20 years of refinement. It has the
perfect balance of photos, text and clear language. Being the best inspector is of no value if
your report is a letdown. Having a report that meets the Arizona Standards of Practice takes
intense effort that many other inspection companies simply don’t focus on. We do.
Attitude. We are accustomed to performing every inspection as if a hidden camera is
present. Does that give us an Advantage? We think so. Doing your very best at all times is
a character trait that we possess. Put us to work for you.

We have been providing residential & commercial inspections in the Valley since 1988.
Give us a call at (602) 864-8331 to order an inspection or get FREE advice.

Visit us on the web at www.azinspect.com

